HOBBIT

The Hobbit 2010
Movie Awards
Well folks, its Oscars time again and that means it’s also time for
The Short One to rattle off his movie awards…
Best Sleeper Hit Movie
It’s Complicated

Best Documentary
District 9

This movie stars the slightly overweight Alec Baldwin who
wants to look good in front of his ex-wife and decides to get
liposuction done at an aesthetic clinic. Sadly, he doesn’t wake up
from this ordeal…

This movie is about the private hospital site in District 9, which
was auctioned off at record prices, and how doctors are now
expected to pay an arm and a leg for the clinic space.

Best Thriller Movie
Duplicity
Clive Owen and Julia Roberts star in their roles as civil servants
who are tasked to enact new laws to regulate doctors in a small
country. Strangely, they decide to seek consultation from the
Law Society instead of the medical professional bodies first.
Only when there is great unhappiness does their boss step in to
engage the medical profession.

Best Sci-fi Movie
Star Trek
A couple of young trainees take control of a starship with big
consequences. Strangely, they do well even when they weren’t
supervised or given protected time (minus the fact that the
planet Vulcan blew up).

Best Gangster Movie
Vengeance
French icon Johnny Hallyday stars as the killer in director Johnny
To’s movie, who guns down an entire family and ends up in death
row. He later donates his kidneys to a rich businessman.
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Best Action Movie
Public Enemies
This big budget movie stars the H1N1 virus and the havoc it
wrecked everywhere…

Best Blockbuster Movie and
Best Special Effects
Avatar
This is about the medical education body from some big
capitalist country that set up a parallel system in some small
backward country. The natives in the small country are conned
into believing that going through this system will enable
them to be recognised for practice in the big country, only to
realise that the system is not the real thing and they won’t be
recognised after all and those guys they have been talking to
from the big country are just fake avatars.

HOBBIT
Best Actor and Supporting Actor
Inglorious Basterds

Best Action Choreography
Bodyguards and Assassins

Brad Pitt and Mike Myers star as long-suffering GPs who
were sold expensive masks and given expired/very old Tamiflu
in this movie about the recent pandemic. To top it off, the
ambulance that was supposed to ferry the suspected flu patient
off to the hospital takes four hours to arrive…

This movie features a bunch of doctors who want to protect
patients from overcharging with some guideline for fees but in the
end get wiped out by nasty civil servants from some competition
body. Leon Lai armed with a steel fan really rocks…

Best Local Production
The Blue Mansion
This movie is about a large step-down facility where morale
is low, staff are poorly paid and just about everyone is
dysfunctional… not to mention pornographic material is
found in the boss’ aide’s flat.

Best Animated Movie
Ice Age 3: Dawn of the Dinosaurs
An unsuspecting patient stumbles upon a bunch of GPs who
are still not practicing aesthetics because they have been
trapped under a glacier all these years.

Best Romantic Comedy
The Proposal
Sandra Bullock stars as a paediatrician in the public sector still
waiting for the proposal from private healthcare companies to
double/triple her salary by going into private practice.

Best Sequel
Transformers 2: Revenge of the Fallen
This story is about how a large regional hospital with a grand
tradition tries to gain the upper hand by getting a medical
school linked to it…

Best Screenplay
Terminator Salvation

Best Comic Adaptation
Watchmen
A boutique medical school is set up ostensibly to produce
clinician-scientists, MD-PhDs etc. A lot of folks are watching to
see if this is how it’s going to pan out…

Best Props
Up in the Air
George Clooney is appointed as a consultant to develop a
massive national medical IT system. After many moons,
nothing much is fixed and everything is still up in the air…
Lots of extras and props lying around in the movie.

Best Musical
This Is It
The late Michael Jackson stars as the WHO official who
thought all hell was going to break loose with the H1N1
outbreak. Fortunately, the virus proved to be a whole lot
less nasty than thought. Unfortunately, MJ doesn’t quite
make it eventually.

Best Low Budget Movie
The Hangover
This low-budget hit features a lot of guys suffering from
a hangover from excessive eating of brown rice after responding
to official calls to eat more brown rice. The movie was shot on
a shoestring budget and financed by the government.

This is hopefully the final installment of the franchise –
a lawyer/killer is sent to wipe out senior or high profile
doctors in disciplinary proceedings after laws are changed.
Thankfully, the lawyer sees the light and decides to be on the
side of the doctors instead… whew…

MOVIE MOST PANNED BY CRITICS
Old Dogs

Best Director
Angels & Demons

BIGGEST BOX-OFFICE BOMB
2012

This movie stars medical graduates from two different schools.
Some are treated like angels and some are given hell by the
authorities. But the conclusion is surprising… watch the movie
to find out.

A movie on how a country will adopt a residency system for
all specialty training in 2012 with cataclysmic circumstances
because there just aren't enough trainers and doctors to do the
real job of seeing patients.

John Travolta and Robin Williams star as two old surgeons
who try to solve the medical profession's ethical problems by
thinking lawyers will be of great help.

Best Script
Love Matters
The touching movie about how a patient is given the wrong
chemotherapy dosage but decides to forgive her hospital and
the staff involved.
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